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THE ANOINTED, THE ELECT, AND THE DAMNED!
THUS SAITH THE MOST HIGH!

0971      ""That which I have done, I have done.  That which I have established, I have established.  That which I have 
given, I have given.
0972      ""That which I have done, shall not be undone.  That which I have established shall not be removed.  That 
which I have given, shall not be changed.
0973      ""All that I have brought forth, I have brought forth for good cause and for true reason.
0974      ""And all that I have brought forth that has been polluted is a profanity before Me, and I shall not excuse that 
soul who shall have profaned anything I have done, or who shall have desecrated anything I have established, or who 
shall have made a lie of anything I have given.""
CHAPTER TEN
THE MOST HIGH TEACHES

0975      After the inmates had left the sleeping quarters, and upper lights out, Bobby had satisfied himself that there 
was nothing he could do about the false and distorted opinions that would come about concerning himself.  So he made 
an attempt to reach up to God, and obtain some information to better prepare himself.
0976      Relaxing, and visualizing an image of his physical body (the image becomes the Etheric Spiritual Body) 
getting up out of his physical body, he had a full and easy projection.

0977      [INSERT:  Complete instructions are contained in Chapter 41.  Read them in their entirety, several times, 
before you attempt to practice.  This method takes practice, but if one will diligently follow the process and procedures 
given in Chapter 41, the ability can be acquired by anybody with a soul!  And in the Bible it's referred to as UP IN 
THE SPIRIT. How to get a soul is contained in Chapter 40!
0978      Since all information is recorded and preserved in the Planes of Heaven, it's suddenly clear why That Great 
Harlot of Babylon at Roma outlawed the practice and the process of getting consciously UP IN THE SPIRIT, and even 
speaking about it!  Read II Corinthians 12, and you will get the whole picture:  including the "in the body – out of the 
body" statements:  (twice!) one concerning the author and the other concerning the man the author is talking about; a 
hard copy reference to the Third Heaven, and the fact that even talking about what one saw there was against the law! 
 Roman Government 'law' to be exact.]

0979      Once free of his physical body, and shaking his armor into comfort, Bobby noticed some men standing just off 
from his bed, on the Etheric Plane.  They were back in the shadows, wanting to speak with him, but considering his 
rank they withheld themselves until beckoned.
0980      Bobby floated to the floor, and saluted them with a Holy Salute.  They replied and drew near him.  They were 
ancients, and identified themselves.
0981      "My name is Maabrah; builder of the great canals of Chaldea."
0982      "And I am Noph; builder for the Pharaoh Ramsees."
0983      "I am Hither; engineer of the road to Suza."
0984      "And my name is Kreegos; builder of Olympus."
0985      "Gentlemen.  What can I do for you?"  Bobby asked politely.
0986      Maabrah was their spokesman.
0987      "Mighty one, we have seen the rise and fall of many nations and kingdoms, so it is what can we do for you. 
 Ask of us anything within our knowledge, and we will tell it to you.
0988      "We are builders.  And there is much that you will need to know in the job set before you in preparation for 
The Elect Remnant of The Most High Lord God of All Creation, the God of Ishmael and the God of Israel."
0989      They were evidently aware of his Holy Appointment and Commission, but Bobby was taken by complete 
surprise by the reference to building.
0990      "Building?  I thought I was to gather The Elect and let them build."
0991      Maabrah wasn't the least bit annoyed, "True.  But as to what they will build so as not to recreate destruction 
of the land and waters, and be safe from the diseases and pestilences that you must learn and understand.
0992      "This we will teach you.  For we too are servants of The Most High, and are assigned to you to do this thing.
0993      "We will bring you the people of skills, but you must inform them.  Their skills are not perfect in the Eye of 
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The Most High, and they are not to build according to their own desires.  They are to construct in such manner that 
their actual needs will be fulfilled.
0994      "The Elect's needs will be vastly different than just a house, sources of energy, facilities for waste, and 
sources of water and supply.  Therefore, what they will wish to build, and what you must have, will offend them 
greatly.
0995      "But you must be firm.  Do not concede one point of this project until it is finished, or that point will be a 
weakness, and through it the whole of your Commission could fall.
0996      "You will not be able to be present within all Refuges at the same time.  Therefore it is imperative that your 
people build according to your instructions and not tangent themselves with their own perceptions and delusions."
0997      Bobby was wary, "Don't tell me I have to have the answers to everything?"
0998      "Very nearly that, My Son.  But we are with you, and that which you would have, we will see to."  Maabrah 
finished.  They were satisfied.
0999      They saluted and departed, all four of them vanishing instantly.
DIRECT FROM THE MOST HIGH

1000      Bobby looked up, in wondering, and spoke, "Mighty God of Israel, what in the hell is this you have given 
me?"
1001      And from out of the Heavens boomed The Voice of The Most High, thunderous yet gentle, tinged with a hint 
of amusement.
1002      (AAH) ""My Son, would you inquire of me?""
1003      (Aku) "Yes!  I'm completely confused!"  Bobby answered.
1004      (AAH) ""Then come up, up before My Throne, and I will enlighten you!""
1005      Before one could imagine, Bobby was on an exceedingly High Plane of Heaven, surrounded by many angels 
to protect him from the radiance of the Presence of God.  He was seated ceremoniously on an ivory throne at the end 
of a long golden path that seemed to reach outward to infinity.  At the distant end there was a single candle in a golden 
holder with a gold flame, that seemed quite close.  Only in the Presence of God is the impossible possible.
1006      The outline and distinguishing appointments of the surrounding angels melted into a vast array of color, 
making the distance appear like a sphere of Northern lights, without definition of corners or edges.
1007      God spoke from the candle flame.
1008      (AAH) ""Now, My Son, what would you like to know?""
1009      (Aku) "I'm not an educated man, and now I find myself in over my head in things I know nothing about, with 
knowledge required of me that is completely beyond my capability to understand.  Just what do you require of me in 
addition to being the Witness of This Generation?"
1010      (AAH) ""A great deal, My Son!
1011      ""But take no thought of worry!  For that which you do not know and must understand, in that time, I will 
reveal it!
1012      ""I have given my best servants to you, servants skilled in every skill and workmanship!  And they will be at 
your hand as you desire them!
1013      ""Therefore, do not worry about those things which you have not experienced academic exercise.""
1014      (Aku) "Wouldn't it be easier if you just 'zapped' these things into existence?"
1015      (AAH) ""Yes!  But then I would be the slave and the people would be the master!  I work with a few men and 
not for any of them!""
1016      (Aku) "All right, in two sentences my problems have evaporated, and you've made clear the reasoning of your 
method!  Would I be out of line if I asked some other questions?"
1017      (AAH) ""There is nothing you can ask of me that would offend!""
1018      (Aku) "What force was used to destroy Sodom and Gomorrah?"
1019      ""Something you would call a Thermonuclear [Neutron] bomb, assisted by what you would call laser beams 
and directional electricity!""
1020      (Aku) "All that?"
1021      (AAH) ""Yes.  There were individuals who were sheltered from the initial blasts.  But they had to be 
destroyed also.  To answer your next question:  Lut's wife was on high ground when one of the detonations went off 
over Gomorrah, and she was cremated by the ThermoFlash!
1022      ""In other words, she was burned to a crisp, and her ashes were 'salts' or dust if you prefer!  But the meaning 
is, she was turned back to earth!  The elements of soil are often referred to as salts, and that is what happened!""
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1023      (Aku) "Lut?  I thought his name was Lot!"
1024      (AAH) ""It is, in English!  But in the Mesopotamian Semitic, his title is 'Lut'!""
1025      (Aku) "Back to Sodom and Gomorrah, where are they?"
1026      (AAH) ""The Cities of the Plain are all near, and once under, the Dead Sea!  The area was flooded (by a lot of 
following rainfall) to prevent (the spread of) radiation contamination!""

1027      [INSERT:  All this followed the Thermonuclear fight between Marduk, also known as the Egyptian god 
Amen-Ra, and Nergal, brother of Marduk, both sons of Enki.  All were Nefilim or Biblical Watchers.
1028      Current misdating via Carbon 14 is due to the fact the whole area was contaminated with radiation, so the 
actual timeline tests to much later than the event.]

1029      (Aku) "I know what Sodom is famous for, but what about Gomorrah?"
1030      (AAH) ""GAM-MOR-RAH" in Akkadian!  In Angelic the name means "child eater, devourer of souls". In the 
language of the Nefilim, Go-mor-rah means "inbred half-breed of the sun!" There was racemixing and incest like I 
have not tolerated since, or will ever tolerate again!""

1031      [INSERT:  In Hebrew, Sodom (S'dom) means burnt; Gomorrah (Amorah means a ruined pile of anything.]

1032      (AAH) ""To make sure that you understand:  there are many kinds of Blasphemes, but racemixing is the most 
severe form of Blasphemy Against the Holy Spirit of Truth!
1033      ""And I will not give a soul to mix-blooded children just because they are born, like I do to all pure-blooded 
people!
1034      ""I chose Noe, because he was of pure blood of his fathers from the Very Beginning, pure in all his 
generations, undefiled with the blood of any other tribe or any other people; and he Cursed Accursed Canaan. 
 Accursed Cush took it upon himself to intermarry himself and his children with the children of Accursed Canaan!  So 
I drove him into what is now Central Africa.  And then he and his children even copulated with beasts of the wild 
(apes)!
1035      ""With the help of the Nefilim there were some descendants produced, again in the attempt to void the Great 
Curses.  But My Curses can neither be voided nor lessened!  The ape, to begin with, was a degenerate species 
developed from the seed of man during some Nefilim experiments; like those going on now in the Soviet Union and 
America, and other places around your planet!""

1036      [INSERT:  This conversation took place in October 1962 (GCAD) when and before there was little public 
discussion of genetic experimentation!  But now even test tube babies are common!
1037      With respect to Blasphemy Against the Holy Spirit of Truth, the unforgivable sin, there is hope for those who 
so involved themselves without knowing what they were really doing.  Those who repent and stay repented remain IN 
DANGER OF THE JUDGMENT but will not burn for their sin.  The Most High will not be mocked nor have His 
Holy Law flaunted in His Face by rednecks, kak-jews, niggers or anybody else!  And that includes racemixers.
1038      The penalty for Blasphemy Against the Holy Spirit of Truth, specifically via racemixing, is accounted upon 
the head (soul) of whoever instigated or permitted it to begin with.  Parents, socialists, preachers and other liars, et 
cetera, who should be denouncing, prohibiting and preventing such blaspheme and do not, are going to pay the penalty 
for all those they lured into such damnation.]

1039      (AAH) ""So I Cursed Accursed Canaan's children forever!
1040      ""Why do you think I treat them so heartlessly?  Why do you think they are usually the underdogs, even in 
their own land?
1041      ""If they would try harder not to be so savage, killing, practicing incest, narcotics, and the like, I'd treat them 
better!
1042      ""But I won't tolerate their overbearing ways, nor their attempts to interbreed with other races, especially by 
force!""
1043      (Aku) "I've seen a great deal of injustice toward Negroes, and I'd like to bring the part of it that I can handle 
to a screeching halt.  May I have that privilege?"
1044      (AAH) ""What do you propose?  You already know that talking reasonably to lawyers and other leaders won't 
accomplish anything.  Just what, My Son, just what do you intend to do?""
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1045      (Aku) "How about letting them off on a good-sized rampage?"  Since violence is the only language 
government power blocs understand, Bobby intended to give them a lot of it!
1046      (AAH) ""Granted!
1047      ""But know this:  the money, organization, and the targets are out of your hands!  And I will set you against 
the destruction when it is more than justice!
1048      ""But know this also:  because Ephraim has offended me exceedingly, and the iniquity of Manasseh is near to 
full, I will give this thing to their enemies!
1049      ""And the money, and the organization, and the target cities, will be directed by and from Moscow on orders 
from Brussels, Belgium!
1050      ""Further:  when they have achieved as much as I'm going to give them, they'll ask back those things they 
once wanted destroyed:  their own schools, their race on their documents, their own neighborhoods!
1051      ""But before these things, I will give them the cities!  And they will become places that are exactly what 
Accursed Canaan is inside!  Nothing that is inside Accursed Canaan will be hidden!
1052      ""I give you their measure of power, but the price will be the cities of Ephraim!""
1053      (Aku) "Will you also give me a peacemaker among them?"
1054      (AAH) ""There are already peacemakers among them!  But they will ignore those of truth and kill them! 
 Accursed Canaan will slay the peacemakers of his own people!  Accursed Canaan will obey the rampages desired by 
liars and by governments and organized religions, and will conspire against and slay their own true leaders!
1055      ""Accursed Canaan is too self-righteous to know who is and who is not their real leaders and the 
government/media-appointed puppets (Martin Luther King and Jesse Jackson being two prime examples) will have the 
fame and the money, but when they have served their purpose, the government will have them slain as martyrs at the 
very hands of Accursed Canaan and exposed as Great Hypocrites!""
1056      (Aku) "Must that be?"
1057      (AAH) ""No, but of such is Accursed Canaan!""
1058      (Aku) "Have I asked something that I'll regret?"
1059      (AAH) ""Yes!  But know for a certainty; that every gain of Accursed Canaan is in answer to your request! 
 And every loss is of Accursed Canaan himself!
1060      ""Because you have asked this thing for others, and not asked something for yourself, I give it to Accursed 
Canaan according to your request!
1061      ""But be sure, be sure you understand:  this thing will be a proving ground for Accursed Canaan, that I might 
remove My Curse from him!  But if he fails the test, then I will forgive him no more forever!""
1062      (Aku) "What do you require of the Negroes then?"
1063      (AAH) ""That they keep My Holy Laws!""

1064      [INSERT:  Which includes not hating yourself, members of your family, or other people without just cause as 
result of their direct actions!  And it means keeping the Commandments!  Much more about this in The Great Curse Of 
Noah Upon Canaan and The Great Curse Of The Most High Upon Cush, and instructions about what to do to remove 
The Curse.]

1065      (AAH) ""That they keep My Holy Sabbaths!
1066      ""That the cities and the whole of the land be safe!
1067      ""That the cities not be filled with their trash and sewerage!
1068      ""That narcotics be absent from them!
1069      ""That racemixing not be found among them!""

1070      [INSERT:  Or anybody else!]

1071      (AAH) ""That there be silence in the air!
1072      ""That murder not be about him!
1073      ""That incest not be found among him!""
1074      (Aku) "Can they do it?"
1075      (AAH) ""Yes, but they won't do it!  For such is Accursed Canaan!  And such are they who pollute themselves 
with Accursed Canaan!""
1076      (Aku) "To change the subject somewhat:  what is the greatest danger we face in the world, besides your 
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wrath?"
1077      (AAH) ""To all that I have given you:  the greatest single danger is gun control!
1078      ""For after gun control will come slavery, and The Mark of The Beast!""
1079      (Aku) "The Mark of The Beast?  Exactly what is that anyhow?"
1080      (AAH) ""A tattoo!  Either in the palm of one's hand, or the center of the forehead!  And all tattoos are an 
unnecessary desecration.""
1081      (Aku) "What for?"
1082      (AAH) ""To be read by computers!  Money will be removed from circulation!  And all wages will be 
electronically accounted to an individual's number, or mark!  And everything anyone buys or sells will be done 
through that number or mark and accounted by the computers!""
1083      (Aku) "Isn't there an Eternal Death penalty for accepting that mark?"
1084      (AAH) ""Yes, there is!  Even as the youth who will die of the branding would say, 'you'd better believe it'!""
1085      Bobby was all but bewildered, "Father, why did you pick me for this job?"
1086      (AAH) ""Because you are the first neutral in all creation!
1087      ""And to this end did I choose both your father and mother, and all your circumstance!
1088      ""According to man's standards you are the least qualified for this Great Commission; but woe to the fool who 
judges you on any standards other than mine!
1089      ""It is my decision who will be My Anointed in the Earth, and I will show no mercy to the person who rejects 
Mine Own Anointed:  for whosoever rejects My Anointed also rejects me!""
1090      (Aku) "Will you take this from me?  It is more than I can handle!"
1091      (AAH) ""No!  I will bear it for you!
1092      ""I have spoken it, and I will bring it to pass:  the Gates of Hell and the Binding of Death shall not remove 
you from being My Anointed!
1093      ""And, should man slay you, then you shall be My Anointed of This Generation in the Heavens, and complete 
this Holy Service from your throne at My Own Right Hand!
1094      ""I have spoken it!
1095      ""By Mine Own Self have I sworn it and I will not change one iota of it!""
1096      Bobby wasn't about to pass up this chance, "You mean, there is actually something I can ask of you that you 
will not give me?"
1097      (AAH) ""In this thing, that is true!
1098      ""But, My Beloved Son, know this:  that often I will delay, because I know the hearts of men!  And, they do 
not fool me when they tempt you!""
1099      That being settled, Bobby returned to the task assigned him.
1100      (Aku) "How will I make the people know and understand these things?"
1101      (AAH) ""I will cause you to write it down!
1102      ""And it shall be published in all the Earth!
1103      ""If My People obey me and heed Mine Own Anointed in the Earth, then I will also cause your voice to be 
heard by the multitude of all the Tribes of Israel!
1104      ""But beware!
1105      ""For in the day I accomplish these things, as sure as you stand upon the earth, you will be in great danger!""
1106      (Aku) "There is so much to do, and I'm so ignorant, will I ever get it accomplished?"
1107      (AAH) ""Beloved, you have already planted a great harvest!  And much of it is in bloom beyond the reach of 
the infidel and the pagan, especially the Christians!""
1108      (Aku) "Infidel pagan Christians?"  That caught Bobby by complete surprise!
1109      (AAH) ""Exactly!
1110      ""For they know nothing of me!  And even less of themselves!  And even less yet of what they profess to 
teach!
1111      ""How many of them have ever been before me to inquire?
1112      ""How many of them have ever stood in any place in the Planes of Heaven, except in dreams they understand 
not?""

1113      [INSERT:  The spiritual bodies MUST be recharged constantly, and do so during sleep.  The spiritual bodies 
leave the physical body during sleep and drift up and down the various Planes of Heaven during recharge.  It is during 
these necessary excursions that dream occur, including those that cause Déjà Vu.  The state of Delirium Tremens (DTs) 
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is dreaming while wide awake – a common situation with alcoholics, et cetera.  The only TRUE cure is sleep, which 
seems to be temporary because the patient will again deprive themselves of sleep and cause a recurrence of DTs.]

1114      (AAH) ""How many of them have My Own Authority?
1115      ""How many of them teach on the authority of the church; the selfsame church that is not of me, where I have 
never been and will never be?
1116      ""Therefore, they call themselves 'christians', but I know them as infidels, worse than heathen, and worse than 
pagans!""
1117      The Most High was explicit, and to the point.  The everlasting records reveal that he was angered when he 
spoke these words, but there was not even a hint of anger or displeasure toward His Anointed!
1118      (Aku) "Then how will I know who are the members of The Elect?"  Every religion professes to be the real 
Elect, and all but one of them has to be wrong!"
1119      (AAH) ""It is they who will know you!
1120      ""For if they take the test, even My Own Testimony, which I give to them, they will know that you are My 
Own Anointed, and that I am with you always!
1121      ""They will follow you according to their strength; but if they follow you with a true and determined spirit and 
do not as they would have things done but as you tell them according to My Commandments to you, then I shall make 
of them Mine Own Elect!  For they will have earned their perfection!""
1122      (Aku) "I don't think the churches will ever let me talk to their people!"
1123      (AAH) ""The only churches you won't get into are those that I intend to destroy!""
1124      (Aku) "They won't believe me when I tell them that!"
1125      (AAH) ""They'll believe it when I break fiery death upon them without mercy!  But by then The Elect will be 
safe, and the doors locked against all outsiders!""
1126      (Aku) "Even the Christians?"
1127      (AAH) ""Especially the Christians!
1128      ""They teach false doctrines in the name of Mine Own Son; and even distort his name in the process!
1129      ""They teach the Second Coming as being before the Tribulation; but I alone know the day, and the hour, and 
the minute, of both the Holocaust and the Second Coming.  And this much I declare to you:  the Second Coming of 
Immanuel will be after the Holocaust and after the Tribulation!
1130      ""Repeat:  it will be after!""
1131      (Aku) "Will you ever forgive them for their ignorance?"
1132      (AAH) ""If they give me the proof that it was indeed ignorance!  And by this sign will I accept it:  That the 
first tenth of all that they receive, they shall give it to you for a sin offering to me!  And a tenth of all that they possess, 
they shall give the value of it to you as a token of ignorance!  And then, if they follow you in all that you shall say 
unto them, I will forgive them their ignorance!
1133      ""But, if they do not these things, as I myself have commanded them this day, then it shall be a witness of 
them that they do this thing knowingly and in evil!
1134      ""I have spoken it, I will not repent of it!
1135      ""I have spoken it, and I will bring it to pass!""
1136      (Aku) "One last question, and with your leave, I will go.  Is the Bible the only Holy Writing?"
1137      (AAH) ""Absolutely not!
1138      ""There are many true scriptures in the great libraries, but they are hidden by a few, from the many!
1139      ""Know this, My Son:  that in That Day I will avenge this without mercy!""
1140      (Aku) "Thank you, Father.  I should go now, as I'm not yet familiar with the time differential between the 
planes and the earth.  I know there is no need to be alarmed about being late, but the difference does throw one who is 
in a physical incarnation."
1141      (AAH) ""I know, My Son!
1142      ""But that will not be a problem in The Restoration, where any may come and go in these Planes as seems 
good to them!
1143      ""I will watch over you, My Holy Son of Fire, and set My Own Holy Messengers to charge over you, and 
(they shall) accomplish whatsoever you shall demand upon the unholy!""

1144      [INSERT:  By permission of The Most High the two words in parentheses above were inserted to clarify his 
meaning and intention, but they were not spoken when he uttered the sentence.  The nature of the Planes of Heaven is 
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such that all words need not be formed, as the light material of which the planes are formed will indicate a given 
meaning or intention by impression, color and imagery.]

1145      There was again the sound of eternal worship being delivered up forever to The Most High.  Bobby was 
helped from his seat by the seven Archangels of The Holy Presence, and gently assisted back down the several 
thousand planes to those nearer the physical plane of earth.
1146      His work for the night was a long way from over, but the strength gained by being in The Holy Presence of 
The Most High Lord God of All Creation was more than sufficient.  His armor glowed with a regal majesty.  His own 
radiance revealed that he had just beheld The Holy Presence of God, and it was evident to the unholy guests that 
awaited him.
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